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Abstrat

An experiment is proposed to measure the parameters of an exoti state reently

observed in the reation n(;K

�

nK

+

). Measurements of three losely onneted

reations are proposed here.

Investigation of the �rst reation D(e;K

�

nK

+

)X has the goal to measure the

resonane mass and width with a resolution (FWHM) of 3.5 MeV , and an an-

gular distribution of the deay produts, whih may allow determination of the

spin/parity of the �

+

.

Investigation of the seond reation D(e; e

0

K

�

p

soft

)X has the goal to a measure

the resonane mass and width with a resolution (FWHM) of 3.5 MeV ; learn about

t dependene of the reation ross setion and �

+

form-fator ; and get an estimate

of the photon linear polarization asymmetry, whih may provide a key to �

+

parity.

Both measurements will measure the photo-prodution ross setion with few

perent auray.

Investigation of the third reation H(e; e

0

K

�

)X (and H(e; e

0

K

+

)X) has the goal

to searh of the �

+

state partners, namely �

++

and �

0

.

The experiment utilizes a 4.5(6.0) GeV eletron beam in Hall A, HRS spe-

trometers with the septum magnets, a BigBite spetrometer, and a large neutron

detetor. This equipment exists or is under onstrution for reently approved

experiments. With 796 hours of beam-time for all three measurements data will

be obtained on the resonane width, mass and quantum numbers.

Suh measurements would dramatially inrease our experimental on�dene in

the parameters of the exoti state and its nature.
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1 Introdution

A new baryon resonane (�

+

) in K

+

n and K

o

s

p systems was observed by several indepen-

dent experiments [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄. Beause of its positive strangeness the �

+

is expliitly

exoti and its minimal quark ontent is uudd�s.

Suh a state was predited as a member of an antideuplet of the avor group SU(3)

F

[1℄.

This unitary identi�ation assumes zero isospin of �

+

, and ontinues to be popular [10,

11, 13℄. However, other identi�ations with higher isospin, have also been suggested in the

literature [12, 14℄. They may imply existene of suh relative states as �

++

. Di�erent idea

on the origin of the small width was suggested in [15℄.

The mass of �

+

was predited to equal 1530 MeV [1℄. Several of the present experiments

give the nearby value 1540 MeV, but some of them result in low values down to 1526 MeV

(see Table 1).

Collaboration Mass Width Ref

(MeV) (MeV)

DPP 1530 <15 [1℄

LEPS 1540�10 <25 [2℄

DIANA 1539�2 <9 [3℄

CLAS/n 1542�5 <21 [4℄

CLAS/p 1540�10 <32 [5℄

ELSA 1540�4�2 <25 [6℄

ITEP/� 1533�5 <20 [7℄

HERMES 1526�2�2 <18 [8℄

USC 1543 <3�6 [16℄

GWU 1540�1550 �1 [17℄

J�ulih 1545 <5 [?℄

Table 1: Comparison of reent �

+

�ndings.

The spin of �

+

is unknown, though there are weak evidenes that the spin 1=2 is preferred,

as was predited [1℄. The parity predited to be positive is totally unknown, and indued

disussions in the literature sine in terms of the quark struture it requires presene of a

P-wave.

The most intriguing today is the width of the �

+

. The theoretial predition was

�

�

+

< 15 MeV [1℄. Existing experiments annot measure �

�

+

, however show that the width

is smaller than the experimental resolution. Most experimental publiations give an upper

boundary of 20 MeV, larger than expeted by theory. The Xenon bubble hamber data, or-

responding in essene to the harge exhange K

+

n! K

0

p, provide a slightly lower boundary

of 9 MeV [3℄. Less diret treatment [16℄, using the published data on K

+

d total ross se-

tion, leads to a stronger limitation �

�

+

< 6 MeV. The partial-wave analysis of available

KN (elasti and harge exhange) sattering data pretends to exlude even widths above

1 MeV [17℄. If the width is indeed so small, it is natural to expet that other members of
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the same multiplet (antideuplet ?) should have omparable widths. Suh expetation is

supported by reent evidene for one more exoti state �

��

having width also less than a

resolution [9℄.

The width on the level of few MeV will indiate that �

+

has very di�erent struture than

known baryons. Our primary goal will be an investigation of the atual width of the �

+

.

The key advantage of JLab Hall A apparatus is its apability to provide sub MeV energy

resolution in eletro/photo prodution of the resonane; the small angle, high momentum

detetion and exellent PID for few GeV kaons. Presented below ideas on detetion of the

soft protons and deay partiles allow to omplete the setup needed for study of the �

+

.

The angular distribution of deay produts may allow determination of spin and parity of

resonane, whih is another important goal of proposed experiment.

There are two other members of possible antideuplet whih also an be observed by using

the same detetor system, namely �

�

and �

Æ

. The �

++

member of the possible isotensor

multiplet also an be searhed. Hall A two septum setup has very high sensitivity in the

searh for �

Æ

and �

++

.

We therefore propose a searh and an investigation of the exoti baryon in eletromagneti

reations from the neutron and proton.

The proposal is organized as follows. In Setion 1 we present the physis motivation and

the goals of the proposed experiment. In Setion 2 we showed an experimental information

on inlusive photo-prodution of the negative kaons in the di�rative regime, whih allow

to make an estimate of the non-resonane and aidental bakground in expeted data. In

Setion 3 we desribe essential features of both the standard and the speialized equipment.

Setion 4 presents the proposed measurements, the alulations of the mass resolution and

event rates. Expeted results and a beam time request are shown in Setion 5. The proposal

is summarized in Setion 6.
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2 Inlusive eletro-prodution

In this setion we are disussing the inlusive reations, whih de�ne the singles rates of

eletrons, pions and kaons in the spetrometers.

In both the BigBite and the Neutron arm detetors the rates at low energy part of the

partile spetra dominate. We used DINREG Monte Carlo alulations [22℄ for analysis

of the low energy part of the inlusive spetra (E

hadron

<< E

beam

). DINREG reprodued

well published neutron and proton yields in eletro-nulear reations [23℄ . DINREG based

preditions for the wire hamber rate was found in agreement with reent measurements in

Hall A [25℄.

The HRS-left will be used to detet negative harge partiles with momentum about

3 GeV/, where the single rate is dominated by eletrons from deep inelasti sattering

(DIS) and photo-produed pions. The yields of negative pions and kaons were alulated by

using results from DESY and SLAC measurements of inlusive photo-prodution [26, 27, 28℄.

Similar analysis was done for the HRS-right, whih will be used for detetion of sattered

eletrons in the �rst and third proposed measurements.

2.1 Kinematis and de�nitions

The kinematis of eletro-prodution is presented in Fig. 1.

a

X

k

N

k’

q

Figure 1: Kinematis quantities for desription of eletro-nuleon sattering. k and k

0

are the four-momenta

of inoming and outgoing leptons, P is the four-momentum of a nuleon with massM . The exhange photon

transfers four-momentum q = k � k

0

to the target.

The de�nitions of the kinematial variables are given for the reation e+N ! e

0

+ a+X.

The �ve four-momenta involved are:

k = (E;

~

k), for the inident eletron

k

0

= (E

0

;

~

k

0

), for the sattered eletron

N = (M;

~

P ), for the target nuleon

a = (E

a

; ~p

a

), for the produed hadron
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X = (E

X

; ~p

X

), for the residual system

A few kinemati variables are de�ned below as:

q

2

= (k � k

0

)

2

= �Q

2

,

� = E � E

0

,

� =

h

1 + 2

�

2

+Q

2

Q

2

tan

2

�

e

2

i

�1

,

s = (q + N)

2

= W

2

; t = (q � N)

2

,

x

B

= Q

2

=2M�, the Bjorken variable

x

F

= p

m

a;z

=p

m

a;max

, the Feynman variable

The di�erential ross setion of inelasti eN sattering proesses is written in the usual

notation as

d

2

�

dE

0

d


e

0

=

�

2

4E

2

sin

4

(

�

2

)

h

W

2

(q

2

; �)os

2

(

�

2

) + 2W

1

(q

2

; �)sin

2

(

�

2

)

i

In approximation of E;E

0

>> M

N

and �nite q

2

; � we will use

d

2

�

dE

0

d


e

0

�

�

2

4E

2

sin

4

(

�

2

)

F

2

(q

2

;�)

�

The di�erential ross setion for eletro-prodution of hadron a an be presented as:

d

3

�

dE

0

d


e

0

d


a

= � �

d�



�

;a

d


a

,

where � is the virtual photon ux fator, given by:

� =

�

2�

2

E

0

E

s�M

2

2MQ

2

1

1��

and

d�



�

;a

d


a

is a ross setion for hadron prodution by the virtual photon. At small sattering

angle, where Q

2

<< M

2

, only transverse terms of the ross setion are ontribute, so we will

use the form:

d�



�

;a

d


a

=

d�

T

d


a

+ �

d�

TT

d


a

os(2�),

where � is an angle between an eletron sattering plane and a hadron prodution plane.

In an approximation of limiting fragmentation the invariant ross setion E

d

3

�

d

3

p

for the

prodution of spei� hadron a is a funtion of x

F

and p

2

?

[29℄. At 6 GeV photon energy the

auray of suh approximation an be estimated on the level of 30% for large x

F

and small

p

2

?

[28℄ (see Fig. 2).
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2.2 The eletron single rates in HRS

In the present experiment the HRS will be at 6

Æ

and the entral momentum at 2 - 3 GeV/.

The kinematis for the beam energy of 6 GeV orresponds to Q

2

of 0.1-0.2 (GeV/)

2

. The

DIS ross setion an be used to estimate the rate. It leads to a rate of 300-600 kHz at

luminosity of 1� 10

38

Hz/m

2

. A similar estimate an be obtained as mentioned above from

the total photo-prodution ross setion and ux of the virtual photons.

spetrometer momentum eletron rate

HRS-left 3.0 GeV/ 500 kHz

HRS-right 2.0 GeV/ 290 kHz

Table 2: The eletron rates for E

beam

= 6 GeV, �

HRSs

= 6

Æ

, at eletron-nuleon luminosity of 1 � 10

38

Hz/m

2

.

2.3 The pion and kaon rates in HRS

At high beam energy the inlusive proesses in the regime of large momentum of the pro-

dued hadron an be understood in the framework of hypothesis of limiting fragmentation

[30, 29℄. Cross setions are analyzed in terms of Feynman's variable x

F

and p

2

?

. The exper-

imental results [27, 28℄ agreed quantitatively with quark model preditions. These data are

shown in Fig. 3. For the photon energies of this proposal (4 GeV) appliability of limiting

fragmentation ideas an be justi�ed by reasonable agreement between high energy results

[27, 28℄ and measurement at E



= 3.2 GeV [26℄. For alulation of the partile yields the

photon intensity need to be alulated. The intensity of the equivalent photon ux in eletro-

prodution experiment was alulated aording to a presription [31℄. The photon spetra

are shown in Fig. 4.

The resulting ounting rates are shown in the Table 3.

spetrometer momentum �

�

rate K

�

rate

HRS-left 3.0 GeV/ 150 kHz 2.5 kHz

HRS-right 2.0 GeV/ 180 kHz 10 kHz

Table 3: The �

�

and K

�

singles rates at onditions of the Table 2.

2.4 Coinsidene rate between HRSs

In the seond measurement both HRSs will be used. The oinidene between them will

be used as a DAQ trigger. The rate of eletron-hadron oinidene was estimated from the

ux of virtual photons and hadron photo-prodution rate as was disribed above in this
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Setion. The aerogel ounter in HRS will provide on-line rejetion fator of 100, whih allow

to keep DAQ rate on aeptable level of 5 kHz (see Tab. 4).

event type e�

�

rate eK

�

rate

rate, Hz 150 1

Table 4: The �

�

and K

�

oinidene rates in the HRSs at onditions of the Tab. 2. For momenta of HRS-left

of 3 GeV/ and HRS-right of 2 GeV/.

2.5 Single rate in the BigBite

The proposed on�guration of the detetors was analyzed for single rates, whih de�ned

the maximum usable luminosity and possible prodution rate. This setion deals with the

alulation and measurement of the single rate in the BigBite spetrometer for both parts

of proposed experiment.

Figure 5 shows the expeted rate of eletrons at di�erent momenta. The proton rates are

shown in Fig. 6. For ross hek of these alulations we made a measurement of a ounting

rate of the multi-wire proportional hamber loated behind BigBite at 65

Æ

on distane 8 m

from the target. During measurements the beam energy was 4.2 GeV. The observed rate was

found about half than alulated rate [25℄. In analysis below we used a alulated rate as

a onservative estimate of the bakground. In �rst measurement BigBite will be installed

out of plane at polar angle 27

Æ

, at larger than nominal distane from the target, so the solid

angle will be of 38 msr. The rates integrated over aeptane are shown in the Tab. 5.

�eld of 9 kG e

�

�

�

proton

rate, MHz 0.05 1.30 x 2 1.20

Table 5: The singles rates in BigBite at luminosity 1 �10

37

Hz/m

2

for the on�guration of �rst measurement.

In seond measurement BigBite will be installed at 70

Æ

and used for detetion of the soft

protons with momenta 150-250 MeV/. Ionization density for soft protons will be about 25

times that for eletrons and pions of bakground. This allows to redue the high voltage on

the drift hambers and make them sensitive primerely to these slow protons. Other partiles

will ontribute only to the rate of the sintillator ounters whih have high rate performane

and segmentation. In seond measurement BigBite information will be used only in o�-line

analysis. Table 6 shows expeted partile rates in BigBite during seond measurement.

�eld of 7 kG e

�

�

�

proton

rate, MHz 0.8 7.5 x 2 7.5

Table 6: The singles rates in BigBite at luminosity 1 � 10

38

Hz/m

2

for the seond measurement.
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2.6 Single rate in the neutron detetor

In proposed experiment we will use the neutron detetor N-200, whih is under preparation

for GEN experiment E02-013 [32℄. In 2002 we built a 10% part of the full detetor (20

neutron bars and 8 veto paddles) and used it for measurement of the single rates and trigger

rates at position 8 m from the target and 25

Æ

from the beam line. Rates were found in

reasonable agreement with DINREG based alulations [24℄.

Figure 7 shows the expeted rate of the pions at di�erent momenta, whih ontribute to

the rate in N-200. The rate of neutrons is shown in Fig. 8.
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Figure 2: Inlusive kaon photo-prodution from the proton at di�erent photon energy.
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Figure 3: Inlusive pion and kaon photo-prodution from the proton [28℄.
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Figure 4: The photon spetra aording to V. Budnev [31℄.

Figure 5: Eletron rate at luminosity of 2:75� 10

37

Hz/m

2

.
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Figure 6: Proton rate at luminosity of 2:75� 10

37

Hz/m

2

.

Figure 7: Pion rate at luminosity of 2:75� 10

37

Hz/m

2

.
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Figure 8: Neutron rate at luminosity of 2:75� 10

37

Hz/m

2

.
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3 Experimental Setup

As illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10 this experiment will study the prodution of �

+

from

deuterium target. The high energy forward going negative kaon will be deteted in the High

Resolution Spetrometer-left (HRS-left). In the �rst part of experiment the sattered eletron

will be undeteted. Both deay produts of �

+

will be deteted and provide full information

about �

+

. The positive kaon will be deteted in the BigBite and the neutron in the large

neutron detetor. In the seond part of experiment the seondary eletron will be deteted

in HRS-right. A soft proton will be deteted in the BigBite to omplete information about

missing momentum and allow aurate reonstrution of the �

+

momentum and mass. These

detetors are built or under onstrution for approved experiments. Kaon identi�ation is

already developed in HRS-left. It inludes a time-of-ight system with resolution of 150 ps,

threshold Cherenkov ounters and Ring Imaging Cherenkov detetor. For pion rejetion in

the BigBite the threshold Cherenkov ounter with water radiator need to be onstruted.

����
����
����
����

����
����
����
����

�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������

�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������

����
����
����
����
����
����

����
����
����
����
����
����

beam
Cold D2 gas septum

K

K

3.0 GeV/c kaon

Θ

HRS−left

BigBite

N−armn

Figure 9: The experimental setup in the �rst part of experiment.

3.1 The CEBAF eletron beam

The beam energy of 4.5 GeV will be used in the �rst part of this experiment. For the

seond part of experiment a higher beam energy of 6.0 GeV should give a better signal to

bakground ratio. The time struture of the beam during �rst part of experiment will be

similar one whih was developed for the G0 experiment beause it allows leaner rejetion

of the protons.
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������������

beam
Cold D2 gas

HRS−right

septum

septum

HRS−left

proton
150 MeV/c

2.1 GeV/c electron

3.0 GeV/c kaon

Figure 10: The experimental setup in the seond part of experiment.

3.2 The old gas deuterium target

The experiment will utilize the standard Hall A liquid hydrogen target system, but with

the modernized target ell, shown in Fig. 11. It is a 50-m long ombined mahined-soldered

ell with 2 m diameter and 25 �m wall thikness. The ell will be �lled with deuterium at

28 K and pressure 2 atm. The density will be of 0.040 g/m

2

. Large length of the target

allows to redue gas density and pressure, whih is important for redution of the soft proton

sattering in the gas and walls of the ell. Another important advantage of the long target

is means of suppression of the aidental events.

2 cm

Al foil 25   mµ
cold deuterium gas gas flow deflector

rastered beam

50 cm 

Figure 11: The onept of the long old gas target.

3.3 The High Resolution Spetrometer-left

Basi parameters of the HRS-left are given in Table 7. Spetrometer has very good

momentum and angular resolutions and moderate momentum and angular aeptanes.
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item value

entral momentum range, p



0.3-4.3 GeV/

momentum aeptane, �p=p



� 4.5%

momentum resolution, �

p

=p 1:1 � 10

�4

minimum angle for the entral trajetory 6

Æ

with septum

solid angle for the point target 6.2 msr

overage for sattering angle 3:1

Æ

extended target aeptane, Y � 5 m

�

disp

angular resolution,(rms) 1.5 mr

�

nondisp

angular resolution, (rms) 2.0 mr

target vertex Y resolution, �

Y

1.5 mm

path from the target to the trigger 25.0 m

detetor area (front hamber) 200 m � 15 m

trigger segmentation 16

time resolution, �

ToF

0.15 ns

Table 7: The parameters of the HRS spetrometer.

3.3.1 The HRS-left partile identi�ation

HRS-left has several means for partile identi�ation speially for seletion of high energy

kaons. The PID an be used for on-line rejetion of eletrons and pions as well as for o�-line

seletion of a very lean kaon event sample. There are two threshold Cherenkov ounters in

HRS-left alled A1 and A2. The A1 is perfetly suitable for use in the trigger for rejetion of

the eletrons and pion when kaon momentum up to 3.5 GeV/. A1 radiator has refration

index n equal to 1.015 and A2 index n is 1.055. E�etiveness of these ounters was shown

during experiments E and in 2001 and 2002 (see Fig. 12 and Fig. 13). The detetor pakage

in HRS has two sintillator planes. Reently the old seond plane in eah HRS was replaed

with new one, whih time resolution (sigma) is about 150 ps per paddle. This will allow to

realize identi�ation of the beam bursts by using eletron arm and measure the kaon ToF

with 150 ps resolution on the ight path of 25 meters. For unique identi�ation of the kaon

the hyper-nulei ollaboration (Ejjjjj) onstruted a Ring Imaging Cherenkov detetor. It

has liquid freon radiator and is perfet for kaon identi�ation in few GeV momentum range.

The on-line rejetion of the eletrons will be done by using signal from A1 aerogel Cherenkov

ounter and enhaned by a fator of 10 by use of the signal from the pion rejetor - two layers

shower detetor, whih is installed on HRS-left.

3.4 The High Resolution Spetrometer-right

The seond HRS also with the septum magnet in 6

Æ

on�guration will be used to detet

the sattered eletrons during the seond part of experiment. Spetrometer has a vauum

onnetion to the sattering hamber in suh setup. For eletron identi�ation HRS-right
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Figure 12: The missing mass spetra in H(e,e

0

K

+

) measurement before applying any PID.

has a highly eÆient gas Cherenkov ounter and a preshower/shower lead-glass detetor,

whih o�-line ombined rejetion of the pions is about 10

5

.

3.4.1 Operation with the septum magnet

First septum magnet was ommissioned in July-August 2003 with HRS-right. Figure 14

shows the opti alibration data from the E97-104 experiment, whih done by using this

septum-HRS on�guration in July-August 2002. Raw analysis of the momentum spetra

is shown in Fig. 15. The reonstrution of the target vertex is shown in Fig. 16. These

data on�rmed that the HRS momentum and angular resolutions are the same as they are

without septum.

3.4.2 The HRS-right partile identi�ation

The PID will be used for on-line rejetion of the negative pions as well for o�-line analysis

of the ToF. HRS-right has a gas Cherenkov ounter with CO

2

radiator. On-line pion rejetion

fator of 20 and o�-line fator of 200-300 was obtained. Preshower/shower detetor of HRS-

right an also provide on-line pion rejetion of 10 and o�-line about 100-300. New sintillator

plane with time resolution of 150 ps allows identi�ation of the beam bunh.
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Figure 13: The missing mass spetra in H(e,e

0

K

+

) measurement after all PID uts applied.

Figure 14: Sieve slit data for alibration of the optis.
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Figure 15: Momentum spetra for eletron sattering form C-12.

Figure 16: Target vertex reonstrution with septa.
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3.5 The BigBite spetrometer

The BigBite spetrometer onsists of a 20 ton dipole magnet and the detetor system,

whih inludes planes of drift hambers and trigger ounters. The onept of suh spe-

trometer was developed and realized at NIKHEF [33℄. For operation in Hall A at larger

luminosity the original detetor system needs to be modi�ed. The parameters observed for

detetion of a sattered eletron are given in Tab. 8.

item value

nominal momentum overage (H=0.9 Tesla) 175-800 MeV/

momentum resolution, �

p

=p 0.5-0.8%

solid angle for the point target 96 msr

solid angle for the extended target 86 msr

�

disp

angular resolution 5.0 mr

�

nondisp

angular resolution 2.5 mr

target vertex resolution, �

Y

5 mm

path from the target to the trigger 4.0 m

detetor area (front hamber) 140 m � 35 m

trigger segmentation 24

time resolution 0.15 ns

Cherenkov ounter segmentation (projet) 48

size of the ell in drift hamber �0.5 m

Table 8: The parameters of the BigBite spetrometer.

3.5.1 The BigBite partile identi�ation

The PID will be used for on-line rejetion of the pions and slow protons. In o�-line

analysis the ToF, �E=E, and momentum information will be used.

A threshold Cherenkov ounter with water radiator (refration index is of 1.33) will be

used for pion rejetion. Reently, HKS ollaboration demonstrated that for kaon momenta

up to 1.2 GeV/ the pion rejetion fator is of 10

3

, with a wave length shifter dissolved in

the water to enhane light olletion [37℄. The water ell is made for eah PMT, whih allow

to ahieve high segmentation of the ounter. The Time-of-Flight an be used for very

e�etive partile ID when the detetor has high segmentation and probability of two hits in a

single beam burst is low. Suh an approah was realized in the G0 experiment for detetion

of the reoiled protons and separation from the pions and eletrons.

In the �rst part of experiment the BigBite will be used to detet kaons with the momentum

300-800 MeV/. Kaon's time of ight is in the range of 15-30 ns. The value of the momentum

and ToF will be used for identi�ation of the positive kaon. In the seond part of experiment

the BigBite will be used to detet low momentum protons. They have time of ight in the

range of 40-80 ns. The expeted rate of 10 MHz with 24 segments in the trigger plane
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leads to about 1 MHz per paddle. With 30 ns beam struture the probability of two hits in

one paddle is about 3%. The time window of 30 ns between beam adjaent bursts allows

unique determination of the partile speed and type beause pions and eletrons have muh

higher speed. Correlation of the speed and momentum will be used for suppression of the

aidental hits. Segmented trigger plane for the BigBite was designed by GU [35℄ for

set of experiments (Exxxx, Euuuu, Eiii) when the slow hadron should be deteted in the

BigBite. The plane onsists of 24 E-ounters and 24 �E ounters. The thiknesses are 3

m and 0.3 m orrespondingly. Eah ounter viewed by two PMT type XP2262. Figure ??

shows the piture of onstruted and instrumented trigger plane. Figure ?? shows the �E -

E orrelation for protons, kaons and pions in momentum range of interest.

3.5.2 Momentum - Time-of-Flight and vertex orrelations

For proton momentum as low as 150 MeV/ ToF information provide quite aurate de-

termination of the partile speed. This information used in ombination with oordinates in

drift hamber allow dramatially improve angular resolution in dispersive diretion. Correla-

tion between ToF and momentum measured via deetion provide also the mean for rejetion

of the aidental proton hits. In present experiment two partiles will be deteted in HRSs

and provide determination of the event vertex in target with auray of 1 m. The vertex

position allow in improve dramatially the angular resolution in horizontal plane, whih is

quite important for most aurate determination of the missing mass.

3.6 The neutron detetor

The large neutron detetor is under onstrution for GEN E02-103 experiment. It onsists

of 244 neutron bars and 184 veto paddles. They arranged in seven(�ve) layers with the

iron onverters and two veto planes. Figure 17 shows the shemati view of the detetor

ross setion. Detetor eÆieny is about 35%, whih inludes signi�ant loss of neutrons

interated in the front shielding or �red veto ounters. Eah neutron bar viewed by two PMT,

so ToF resolution (rms) is of 0.3 ns. Beause neutron energy in the proposed experiment

muh less than in GEN ase the trigger threshold will be redued from 50 MeV to 20 MeV

and the front shielding will be redued from 5 m of Pb to 2.5 m. The detetor eÆieny

alulated in GEANT4 based ode is shown in Fig. 18 for di�erent threshold level.

The trigger sheme of the neutron arm based on summing of the signals from all ounters

of four vertial layers (total about 32 bars) is shown in Fig. ??. Expeted rate of the neutron

arm trigger is about 0.7-1.0 MHz for threshold of 20 MeVee. The rate of individual PMT

expeted to be about 100 kHz with threshold of 5 MeVee.
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Figure 17: The sheme of the neutron detetor.
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Figure 18: The eÆieny of the neutron detetor.
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4 Proposed Measurements

There are several onsiderations in the base of present proposal. They are

� tagging on a high momentum kaon produed by a photon;

� a onept of post-target tagging;

� an assumption of the di�rative mehanism of �

+

prodution, whih is onsidered in

the alulations of the ross setion for the n(;K

�

nK

+

) [19, 20℄;

� a pair of high resolution spetrometers HRS in Hall A [34℄;

� a pair of novel septum magnets for HRS, whih allow to detet partiles for the entral

trajetory in spetrometer at angle of 6

Æ

;

� a large aeptane magneti spetrometer BigBite [33℄, with high rate detetor pakage

is under onstrution for the GEN experiment [32℄;

� a large array of the neutron ounters, whih is also a part of the GEN experimental

setup;

� a 50 m long old gas Deuterium target;

� the experimental data on forward photo-prodution of negative kaons [26, 27, 28℄.

The eÆieny of a tag on the negative kaon at large x

F

and small p

2

?

presents the

most important single onsideration.

The post-target tagging approah, often used in hyper-nulei experiment, is low Q

2

eletro-prodution study photo-prodution proesses. Beause HRS spetrometer energy

resolution (rms) is about 1:1 � 10

�4

suh tagging has unique resolution. The e�etive ux of

photons is also muh higher than ahievable with tagged of the real photon if an eletron

sattering angle is suÆiently small. In the �rst part of present experiment sattered eletron

will remain undeteted. High energy forward negative kaon presents very important tag,

whih redues dramatially the ontribution of ompeting reations into K

+

-neutron event

sample.

The mehanism of the �

+

state photo-prodution is unknown. However, it is logial to

expet that it is similar to one for the �(1520). The total ross setion and a slope of t

dependene are two parameters, whih need to be measured. Cross setion may also has �

TT

term, whih an be estimated from experiment beause of high degree of linear polarization

of virtual photon.

Three separate measurements are proposed. The �rst will allow to observe a narrow

�

+

state in an invariant mass spetra and angular distribution of the deay produts. The

seond will allow to observe a narrow �

+

state in a missing mass spetra in the wide range

of masses, to perform a most aurate measurement of the mass value and to �nd a role

of a proton in the reation mehanism. The third designed to searh for �

+

state partners
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in the antideuplet and in the tensor multiplet, �nd them or put a very strit limit on the

photo-prodution ross setion.

All measurements will use a 50 m long old gas Deuterium (Hydrogen) target. In ase

of the Deuterium target three partiles must be deteted for omplete reonstrution of the

kinematis. The third arm will be a large neutron detetor or seond HRS spetrometer.

4.1 The invariant mass experiment

In this measurement we are going to study reation n(;K

�

nK

+

). The resonane deay

produts will be deteted in the large neutron detetor and the BigBite spetrometer. The

onept of this measurement is shown in Fig. 9. In this approah the invariant mass resolution

(FWHM) is about 3.5 MeV. If an atual resonane width will be found less than 3 MeV the

experiment an be redone with HKS spetrometer [37℄ for detetion K

+

, when mass resolution

will be in order of 2 MeV, however the ounting rate will be less and angular overage small.

4.1.1 The kinematis

HRS-left is seleted for kaon detetion beause it equipped with threshold Cherenkov

ounters for pion rejetion on trigger level [35℄ and top of the art RICH detetor for identi�-

ation of the kaon [36℄. The value of kaon momentum of 3 GeV/ is followed from the photon

energy and the angle of the spetrometer. The energy of the photon of 4 GeV leads to hoie

of 4.5-5 GeV eletron beam energy beause with higher beam energy the favorable high x

F

beome smaller and with lower beam energy the ux of equivalent photons is dropping (see

Fig. 4). The diretion of the �

+

partile is about 22

Æ

with distribution shown in Fig. ??.

Relatively small momentum of produed �

+

and low energy yield in its deay to K

+

n han-

nel leads to a large angle between K

+

and a neutron. Figure ?? shows the distribution of

the events in polar angle between �

+

diretion and K

+

in lab system. Beause of kaon short

life time we seleted the region of the phase spae with higher kaon momentum and lower

neutron momentum as it is indiated in the same Fig. ??. Forward diretion of the �

+

leads

to positioning of the detetors in plae with high bakground rate. Speially if detetors are

loated in the same plane as negative kaon. We plan to put both detetors out-of-plane.

The BigBite will be installed in the diretion down by 15

Æ

and the neutron detetor in the

diretion up by 22

Æ

. Suh arrangement has relatively large angle between beam line and

detetors (25-30

Æ

) and also large range of angle between �

+

momentum and deay produts

(due to favorable aspet ratio of the aeptane in BigBite and neutron detetor) whih is

very important for determination of the resonane spin.

4.1.2 The alulation of aeptane

The Monte Carlo simulation of the setup was done in framework of GEANT-3. Figure ??

shows the event generated in the ode. Figure ?? presents a distributions over the kaon

momentum, the inident photon energy, the resonane momentum, the neutron momentum,
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the positive kaon momentum, the orrelation of the neutron and kaon momenta. The output

of these alulations is a probability (P

a

) to have all three partiles (a negative kaon, a

positive kaon and a neutron) in the aeptane of their arms. The value of P

a

is of 1:7 � 10

�4

for on�guration under disussion.

4.1.3 The alulation of the mass resolution

The event sample generated in previous MC study was used for analysis of the auray

of the invariant mass reonstrution. The momentum resolution of the BigBite of 0.8% and

time resolution of the Neutron arm of 0.4 ns were used in alulations. Figure ?? shows

the simulated invariant mass distribution based on the detetor resolution. The rms of the

distribution is of 1.6 MeV.

4.1.4 The alulation of �

+

prodution rate

In alulation of the �

+

prodution rate we used the value of total photo-prodution

ross setion of 50 nb as an estimate based on information from CLAS expriment (60-160

nb) and the photo-prodution ross setion from the artile [20℄, whih gaves it 130 nb at

photon energy 4 GeV, it is in agreement with only one presently published result (200 nb

at 2-2.5 GeV )[6℄. We assumed 50% branhing ration for deay to K

+

n. When it used we

assumed the resonane width (FWHM) equals to 3 MeV. The parameter for t dependene of

the K

�

angular distribution we used onservative value of 3 GeV

2

, whih is muh less than

known slope 6 GeV

2

for the �(1520). We had found that for detetors of present proposal

the resulting prodution rate is almost the same for the slope values between 2 and 6 GeV

2

.

The alulations below of the prodution and bakground are made for an eletron-nuleon

luminosity 1 � 10

37

Hz/m

2

.

The photon-neutron luminosity was alulated as

L

n(eutron)

=

N

A

� 0:015 �

�E



E



� L

eN(uleon)

� 3 � 10

�4

� L

eN

= 3 � 10

33

Hz/m

2

,

where E



and �E



are de�ned by the kaon momentum and its range aepted in HRS-

left. Suh value of L

n(eutron)

is about 10

4

times higher than one an obtain with the real

photon tagging. It leads to the prodution rate

�

�

+

;K

�

nK

+

= L

n

� �

�

+

n

� f

HRS

;K

�

� f

nK

+

� f

deay

K

�

� �

n

� f

deay

K

+

� b

K

+

n

= 33 events per day,

where �

�

+

n

is the ross setion of 50 nb; the f

HRS

;K

�

is a fration of K

�

assoiated with

�

+

prodution within HRS angular and momentum aeptanes, it is of 0.034; the f

nK

+

is

a fration of �

+

events when both deay produts are in angular aeptane of BigBite and

N-arm detetors, f

nK

+

is of 0.005; the f

deay

K

�

= 0.33 is a surviving probability of K

�

after

25 meter path in the HRS; �

n

= 0.35 is a detetion eÆieny of the neutron; the f

deay

K

+

=
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0.40 is a surviving probability of K

+

after ight of 4 meter path from target to the BigBite

trigger, and b

K

+

n

is a branhing ratio for �

+

deay to K

+

n, b

K

+

n

= 0.5. The atual rate

�

�

+

;K

�

nK

+

may be higher or smaller if used ross setion is not orret.

4.1.5 The singles and orrelated rates

The singles rates in the HRS, the BigBite, and the neutron detetor were alulated based

on an analysis presented in Se. 2. For the luminosity proposed for the �rst measurement

the rates are presented in Tab. 9. Correlated rates due to real oinidene between �

�

in

detetor momentum rate, kHz rate, kHz rate, kHz

HRS-left 3.0 GeV/ �

e

= 50 �

pi

�
= 15 �

K

�
= 0.35

BigBite >0.2 GeV/ �

e

= 100 �

p

= 700 �

pi

�
= 600

N-arm A

sum

>20 MeV �

trig

n

= 200 �

trig

p;�

�

= 1000

Table 9: The singles rates in the HRS, the BigBite and N-arm at eletron-nuleon luminosity of

1� 10

37

Hz/m

2

for the on�guration of the �rst measurement.

HRS-left and eletron in HRS-right was alulated from the intensity of virtual photon ux

and hadron eletro-prodution ross setion (see Se. 2). Suh rate is about 150 kHz for

eletron-pion and 3.5 kHz for eletron-kaon. Trigger rate will be on below 5 kHz due to

on-line rejetion of pions.

4.1.6 Trigger rate and event analysis

The trigger will use a oinidene between HRS and BigBite. On-line rejetion fator

of the eletrons in HRS is about 500 based on ombination shower detetor and aero-

gel Cherenkov ounter. On-line rejetion of pions in HRS is about 100 based on aerogel

Cherenkov ounter. On-line rejetion of pions and protons in BigBite expeted on level of

10. With G0 beam time struture oinidene trigger will use time window of 100 ns and

lead to omfortable aidental oinidene rate of 10 Hz.

O�-line analysis will allow to obtain higher rejetion fator of pions and eletrons in HRS

by means of RICH, so event sample will have only negative kaon in HRS-left. O�-line analysis

of BigBite data time-of-ight and water Cherenkov amplitudes will bring rejetion fator to

level of 1000 (see for example [37℄). O�-line analysis of Neutron arm veto information will

allow to redue pion/proton rate by fator 50.

Remaining rate of aidental rate is 0.006 Hz. These events will make a bakground

in invariant mass spetra distributed in 150 MeV wide region. The expeted �

+

state

prodution rate of 0.0005 Hz will be onentrated in region of 4.5 MeV. Suh good ratio

(peak/bakground of 3/1) provides suÆient insurane for the ase if the atual photo-

prodution ross setion is even smaller than assumed in our estimation. The rejetion

fators used above are quite onservative also.
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4.2 The missing mass experiment

In this measurement the resonane will be undeteted, but observed in the missing mass

spetra in the reation D(e; e

0

K

�

p

soft

)X . It requires detetion of the eletron, the negative

kaon, and the proton. To ahieve suÆient ounting rate in this approah we rely on detetion

of a very soft proton. The number of suh protons an be alulated from the spetrum

funtion for the deuteron, whih is shown in Fig. 19. For example the fration of protons

with momentum above 200 MeV/ is 6.8%. In addition to the events related to the spetator

protons we estimated that similar number of events will be related to re-sattering of the

proton and kaon and �

+

partile. The measurement of the proton spetra will allow to

learn about reation mehanism and may be even about the ross setion of the proton-

�

+

sattering. The tehnique for detetion of the soft proton was reently developed for

ChPT E01-014 experiment. It is based on BigBite spetrometer. ChPT experiment was

designed for the proton momentum above 180 MeV/. With proposed here a long old gas

target the threshold an be lowered to the level of 150 MeV/. There are 13.5% protons

with momentum above 150 MeV/. We �nd that an optimum diretion of the soft proton

momentum, whih an be used for BigBite together with two HRSs and septum magnets,

is about 70 degree. We onsider here the use of the BigBite, however for suh slow protons

simple time-of-ight an provide suÆient momentum resolution, so the ombination of wire

hamber and segmented ToF plane an be used. Beause bakground study was done for

BigBite we will onsider its as a primary option for seond measurement in this proposal.

An eletron beam with urrent of 75 �A at energy of 6 GeV will be used. The density

of gas will be adjusted to obtain the eletron-nuleon luminosity of 1 � 10

38

Hz/m

2

. As was

suggested above the negative kaon will be deteted in the magneti spetrometer HRS-left

at entral angle 6

Æ

with a septum magnet. The sattered eletron will be deteted in the

magneti spetrometer HRS-right at entral angle 6

Æ

with the seond septum magnet. The

soft proton will be deteted in BigBite spetrometer at entral angle of 70

Æ

.

4.2.1 The kinematis

The entral momentum of the kaon spetrometer will orrespond to a quasi elasti pro-

dution of the �

+

from neutron by a photon with energy of 4.0 GeV. Signi�antly larger

than in �rst measurement eletron beam energy leads to larger energy of the �nal eletron

and large momentum aeptane of the spetrometer. The sattered eletron energy will be

of 2.1 GeV, whih orresponds to the range of the missing masses around 1.55 GeV. The

BigBite angle value was optimized for better resolution of the missing mass within restrited

spae near the target.

4.2.2 The alulation of the aeptane

The Monte Carlo simulation of this setup was done in framework of GEANT-3. The

results were on�rmed by analyti alulations. Probability for the negative kaon to be in
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angular aeptane of HRS-left in this measurement is about 5%, whih is even larger than

in the �rst measurement beause the virtual photon diretion is loser to HRS-left. Fig-

ure ?? presents a distributions over the kaon momentum, the sattered eletron energy, the

resonane momentum. The output of these alulations are the e�etive virtual photon ux,

the probability of the negative kaon detetion. The probability of soft proton detetion with

momentum above 150 MeV/ was found from e�etive solid angle of BigBite for extended

target. For nominal length of the target 50 m and BigBite angle of 70

Æ

the average solid

angle is 60 msr. Fration of protons in the deuteron with momentum above 150 MeV/ (P

150

)

was found from distribution shown in Fig. 19. We estimated from the value of K

�

p elasti

ross setion that probability to �nd proton in the reation H(e; e

0

K

�

)X with momentum

above 150 MeV/ an be higher than P

150

by 30-50%.
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Figure 19: The proton spetra funtion in deuteron.

4.2.3 The alulation of the mass resolution

The event sample generated in MC simulation was used for estimation of the auray

of missing mass reonstrution. The momentum and angular resolutions of the BigBite for

soft proton was found from MC simulation, whih inludes all elements of the setup (see

Tab. 10). For proton with momentum of 150 MeV/ a relative resolution is about 1.7%. The

missing mass spetra is shown in Fig. 20. The distribution has rms of 1.5 MeV.

4.2.4 The �

+

events rate

The estimation of the prodution rate is quite similar to shown above for the �rst mea-

surement. Detetor on�guration in the seond measurement allow to use muh higher

luminosity. The alulations of the prodution and bakground are made for the eletron-

nuleon luminosity of 1 � 10

38

Hz/m

2

. By using standard eletro-nulear formalism (see

Se. 2) one an �nd that
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Figure 20: The missing mass spetra expeted in the seond measurement. The peak orresponds to the

resonane width 3 MeV ombined with an instrumental resolution (FWHM) = 3.5 MeV. Bakground level

is an aidental oinidene at the luminosity of 1 � 10

38

Hz/m

2

.

momentum p, MeV/ �

p

=p �

�;in plane

�

�;out plane

z vertex resolution

140 1.9% 16.5 mr 13 mr 4.5 m

160 1.5% 14.0 mr 10 mr 3.7 m

180 1.2% 12.5 mr 8 mr 2.9 m

200 1.1% 11.0 mr 6 mr 2.4 m

220 1.0% 10.0 mr 5 mr 2.2 m

240 0.9% 9.4 mr 5 mr 2.0 m

Table 10: The resolutions of the BigBite spetrometer for soft protons in the proposed experiment.

�

�

+

e;e

0

K

�

p

= L

en

� �

�

+

n

� f

HRS



�

;K

�

� f

deay

K

�
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= 30 events per day,

where �

�

+

n

is the ross setion of 130 nb; the f

HRS



�

;K

�

is a fration of K

�

assoiated with

�

+

prodution within HRS angular and momentum aeptanes, it was found from MC

simulation of 0.049; the f

deay

K

�

= 0.33 is a surviving probability of K

�

after 25 meter path in

the HRS; P

150

= 0.14 is a probability for the proton in deuteron to have momentum above

150 MeV/.

4.2.5 Trigger rate and event analysis

The trigger will use a oinidene between two HRSs. On-line rejetion fator of the

eletrons in HRS-left is about 500 based on ombination the shower detetor and the aerogel

Cherenkov ounter. On-line rejetion of hadrons in HRS-right is at least 10

4

based on use of

a Gas Cherenkov ounter and a shower ounter. At luminosity of 1 � 10

38

Hz/m

2

and 30 ns

oinidene time window it leads to omfortable aidental oinidene rate of 30 Hz mostly
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between kaon and eletron. O�-line analysis of ToF allows to ut aidental rate by a fator

of 15, to level when both partiles produed in the same beam bunh. Analysis of the event

vertex allow to ut aidental rate by an additional fator of 10-15 to the level of 0.1-0.2 Hz.

Real oinidene rate of the eletron and K

�

is about 0.8 Hz.

The BigBite rate inludes of 7.5 MHz soft proton rate and about 20 MHz rate of the pions

and eletrons. The time interval of 35 ns need to be onsidered for possible oinidene

beause of spread of ToF for our interval of the proton momenta. On this �rst step of

analysis there is an aidental proton in 25% of eK

�

events. The wire hamber rate will be

de�ned mainly by protons due to redued HV setting. The 200 ns time window of the bak

plane wire hamber and large amplitude pulse in the sintillator allow to identify proton

trak in the bak wire plane and the sintillator. Correlation between time-o�-ight and

reonstruted momentum allow to selet orret trak in the front plane wire hamber. The

event vertex reonstruted from HRSs traks with auray (rms) of 1 m and the vertex

reonstruted from BigBite allow to redue fration of aidental events by a fator of 10-15

beause of large length of the target. After suh uts the rate of aidental events will be of

0.02 Hz, whih distributed over 200 MeV in the missing mass spetra.

4.3 The searh for �

+

partners

In this measurement we propose to study reations H(e; e

0

K

�

)X and H(e; e

0

K

+

)X. The

goal is to �nd �

++

partner and �

Æ

partner of �

+

state or put very strong limit on its photo-

prodution ross setion. Physis motivation for suh searh was disussed in the Se. 1. The

basi idea - a tag on K

�

, as well as, the rate analysis are very similar to the one disussed

above.

4.3.1 The kinematis and event rate

Only two HRSs are used in this measurement. Will be three settings. The kinematis

for them are similar to the one used in previous measurement. The polarity of HRS-left will

be positive in searh for �

0

and negative in searh for �

++

. The momentum settings and

other parameters are shown in Tab. 11. The rate analysis was done the same way as for

the seond measurement. Simulated missing mass spetra is shown in Fig. 21 if the ross

setion of the resonane is 5 nb with assumed mass of 1560 MeV. The resolution in missing

mass in suh measurement (FWHM) is about 1.5 MeV. In this ase two days of data taking

we an ollet about 5500 events in the resonane peak. Suh measurements will put an

upper limit on prodution ross setion on the level of 0.1 nb, whih is of 1/500 of �

+

state

photo-prodution ross setion.
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run momentum HRS-left momentum HRS-right mass range

�

+

-3.0 GeV/ -2.1 GeV/ 1450-1620 MeV

�

0

+3.0 GeV/ -1.9 GeV/ 1560-1720 MeV

�

0

+3.0 GeV/ -1.6 GeV/ 1700-1860 MeV

Table 11: The parameters of data taking in the third measurement.

Figure 21: The missing mass spetra expeted in the third measurement if photo-prodution ross setion

of the resonane is 5 nb. The peak orresponds to an instrumental resolution (FWHM) = 1.5 MeV and the

resonane width (FWHM) = 3 MeV.
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5 Expeted Results and Beam Time Request

5.1 Parameters of the �

+

state

The width and the mass of the �

+

state will be investigated by two di�erent approahes.

Assuming an auray of the absolute alibration of the beam energy (1.2 MeV for 6 GeV),

whih was obtained in Hall A [34℄, the knowledge of an angle for the entral trajetories in

HRSs (1 mr), and an absolute alibration of the HRS momenta on the level of 1 MeV/ we

obtained an estimate of ahievable auray for the �

+

mass about 1.3 MeV.

Assuming instrumental resolution (FWHM) of 3.5 MeV (see Se.4) and statistis in the

resonane of 400 events we found that auray of measurement of the width (�

res

) will be

dominate by the knowledge of the instrumental resolution. For onservative 25% auray

on the instrumental resolution the (Æ�

res

=�

res

) = 3:1MeV

2

=�

2

res

or 0.34 for �

res

= 3 MeV.

For example if the �

res

= 3 MeV our expeted results for �

res

=will be 3� 1:0 MeV.

5.2 Searh for partners of the �

+

state

The experiment will �nd the �

++

or put the upper limit on photo-prodution ross setion

of �

++

on level of 0.1 nb in the mass interval 1450-1620 MeV. Similar result for �

0

will be

obtained in the mass interval 1560 - 1860 MeV.

5.3 Beam Time Request

The purpose of this experiment is to measure the parameters of the �

+

state and a searh

for its partners. Experiment will be done at two beam energy 4.5 and 6.0 GeV with urrent

up to 100 �A.

Table 12 summarizes the beam time for data taking, We plan to do measurements in

order M1, M2, M3. The M1 measurement is the most simple to prepare and it will allow to

tune kinematial onditions for two triple oinidene measurements. The M2 measurement

require installation of BigBite for detetion of the soft proton. New equipment in this run

is under onstrution for ChPT experiment E01-014. The M3 measurement needs more

ompliated installation and all detetors of GEN 02-013 experiment. If the full energy of

6.0 GeV will be not available slight hange of the spetrometers momenta settings need to

be done.

In total we request 33 days of beam-time to perform the proposed measurements.
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kin. urrent energy time,

M# type of measurement �A GeV hours

HRS,BigBite 10 2.0 4

alibration

beam energy 1 6.0 4

measurement

M1 partners searh 100 6.0 120

M2 �

+

via missing mass 50 6.0 332

beam energy 1 4.5 4

M3 �

+

via invariant mass 20 4.5 332

total 796

Table 12: The time alloation assuming 100% eÆieny.
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6 Conlusions

We request 796 hours of beam-time to measure the eletro-prodution of �

+

resonane

in two reations and to ondut a searh of the possible �

++

and �

o

partners.

Measurement of the width with instrumental resolution (rms) of 1.5 MeV will allow to

�nd its atual value and enhane understanding of the nature of this exoti state.

Furthermore, it will be an investigation of the resonane parity, the spin, the form-fator

and reation mehanism, determination of the photo-prodution ross setion.

We propose an experiment, whih an establish the nature of the resonane or put very

strong limit on its photo prodution oupling on order of 0.1% in omparison with the

oupling of �(1520).

Status of the equipment needed in the proposed measurements allow to realized it in time

sale of one year. Additional resoures may allow to redue preparation time.
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